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Abstract This paper presents a brief history of computer-assisted diagnosis, including
challenges and future directions. Some ideas presented in this article on computer-assisted
diagnostic decision support systems (CDDSS) derive from prior work by the author and
his colleagues (see list in Acknowledgments) on the INTERNIST-1 and QMR projects.
References indicate the original sources of many of these ideas.
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Introduction: definition of diagnosis
Diagnosis is more than the act of associating the name of a disease or syndrome with the
findings in a patient case (Miller 1990). Diagnosis is the ongoing process whereby a one
elicits from a patient the details (history, symptoms, signs) of how a disease process has
unfolded over time, and how that process affects the patient’s life situation. Diagnostic
evaluation to determine the etiology of a patient’s illness often involves sequentially
eliciting, over potentially long drawn-out time spans, additional history, symptoms,
physical exam signs, laboratory test results, and clinical image interpretations. For some
illnesses, diagnosis may entail a ‘‘therapeutic trial’’ to see if the patient responds to a
specific intervention in a manner that is characteristic of a specific illness. For example, a
physician may administer a 1 week long, low-dose trial of corticosteroids to a patient
suspected of having polymyalgia rheumatica, to see if symptoms rapidly resolve. A final
aspect of diagnosis involves ‘‘diagnosing’’ the course of an illness over time—e.g., is the
disease worsening or improving; is the therapy working as planned; and, has the patient
experienced unwanted or intolerable side effects of therapy. Diagnostic evaluation can
extend beyond death, through investigative post-mortem autopsy examinations, or delayed
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genomic investigations as new technologies create new tests. Due to the complex series of
activities that must take place over time that comprise ‘‘diagnosis’’, CDDSS can only assist
humans with diagnosis tasks undertaken by human clinicians. In the short-term future (i.e.,
over the next several decades), CDDSS will not replace the role of human clinicians in the
diagnostic process (Miller 1990).

A brief history of CDDSS
In human endeavors, insightful pioneers often anticipate future realities. For example,
Charles Babbage and Alan Turing foresaw the potential of computing machines and
proposed workable mechanisms for building them. Similarly, John von Neumann and
Alonzo Church developed computer programming languages before machines existed that
could execute such code. The same history holds for CDDSS, where early pioneers
envisioned ideas embodied in current systems. Several historical overviews (Collen 1995;
Miller 1994) provide a more detailed description of the development of the CDDSS field.
Yearning for diagnostic decision support began at least 2,500 years ago. At that time, an
early physician, Hippocrates, wrote in Section I of his Aphorisms, ‘‘Life is short, the art
long, opportunity fleeting, experience treacherous, judgment difficult.’’ A millennium later,
William Shakespeare stated in Othello (Act II, Scene 3) that ‘‘Men are men; the best
sometimes forget’’ and in The Merchant of Venice (Act I, Scene 2), ‘‘If to do were as easy
as to know what were good to do, chapels had been churches, and poor men’s cottages
princes’ palaces.’’ Shakespeare also acknowledged the potential market for high-quality
decision support, writing in 1605, ‘‘Good counselors lack no clients’’ (Measure for Measure, Act I, Scene 2). In that same year, Miguel de Cervantes, in his novel Don Quixote,
commented on the need to evaluate man-made artifacts: ‘‘The proof of the pudding is in the
eating.’’
More recently, a series of publications have documented the need for decision support for
clinicians. A statement attributed to Sir William Osler circa 1910 was, ‘‘half of what we now
know about medicine is incorrect, but we unfortunately do not know which half.’’ In 1978,
Durack and colleagues physically weighed annual volumes of Index Medicus to estimate
that published medical knowledge increased exponentially (Durack 1978), and a follow-up
assessment by Madlon-Kay a decade later extended this observation (Madlon-Kay 1989).
Related to Osler’s claim, a 1991 quantitative assessment by Ramsey and colleagues estimated the half-life of knowledge relevant to the practice of Internal Medicine was 5 years
(Ramsey et al. 1991). Leigh and colleagues support this observation in 1993 by showing that
family practitioners’ knowledge declined over time, based on recertification examination
performance (Leigh et al. 1993). Numerous studies of clinicians’ information needs during
inpatient and outpatient care activities indicate that 0.1–5 pertinent but unanswered questions occur per clinician half-day (Osheroff et al. 1991; Gorman and Helfand 1995). A 2009
article by Newman-Toker and Pronovost labeled diagnostic errors as the ‘‘next frontier for
patient safety’’ (Newman-Toker and Pronovost 2009).
The modern history of computer-assisted diagnostic decision support systems (Collen
1995; Miller 1994) began in the 1950s, in parallel with the development of digital computing machines. Sentinel publications appeared in Lancet by Nash, (Nash 1954) in JAMA
by Lipkin and Hardy, (Lipkin and Hardy 1958) and in Science by Ledley and Lusted
(Ledley and Lusted 1959). Over 5,000 CDDSS-related publications have appeared in the
peer-reviewed literature (Miller 1994). Those descriptions fall in to three general
categories:
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Systems for general clinical diagnosis regarding dozens to hundreds of possible
disorders. Such systems take as input patient findings and produce a differential
diagnosis (and often a suggested workup protocol) as output;
Focused systems for clinical diagnosis that choose among a limited number of
possible diagnoses from a clinical subspecialty area. For example, there are systems
that interpret the results of pulmonary function tests, arterial blood gas results, or
electrocardiogram tracings;
Focused systems that interpret a specific category of images (e.g., pathology slides,
cytology smears, digitized xrays, or other imaging modalities) to detect, for example,
whether there is evidence of possible malignancy on Pap smear slides (Miller 1994).

This article concerns only the first of those three categories—general clinical diagnostic
systems.
In their 1959 Science article (Ledley and Lusted 1959). Ledley and Lusted noted that
physicians have imperfect self-knowledge of their own diagnostic problem solving
methods. Newell and Simon’s classic 1972 book, Human Problem Solving, experimentally
verified a more general version of that observation—that humans gain knowledge and
expertise by ‘‘compiling’’ what they read and experience into ‘‘chunks’’ that they can apply
as a form of rapid pattern recognition (Newell and Simon 1972). Ledley and Lusted
suggested that protocol analyses could contribute substantially to the understanding of
diagnostic reasoning. They stated that computers could assist with two important aspects of
clinical diagnosis—deductive logic (as embodied in set theory and Boolean algebra in
computer systems) and probabilistic reasoning (as embodied in Bayes’ rule on computers).
They predicted that, based on application of Bayes’ rule, CDDSS using decision-analytic
approaches would be possible.
In 1960–1961, Warner and colleagues at LDS Hospital in Salt Lake City developed the
first operational Bayesian CDDSS, for the diagnosis of congenital heart diseases based on
history, physical exam, and cardiac catheterization findings (Warner et al. 1961). They
noted the importance of assuming that diseases and findings occurred independently of one
another to simplify Bayesian calculations. They demonstrated how case findings correspondingly could be modified to eliminate redundant, non-independent findings before
analyses. They derived the probabilities required for their system’s Bayesian calculations
from both literature review and their own series of 1,000 cardiac catheterizations. They
observed that their system was very sensitive to both false positive findings in patient
cases, and to errors in the system’s database. Finally, they pointed out the need for an
independent ‘‘gold standard’’ to judge the diagnostic performance of their CDDSS.
The systems based on Bayes’ rule have evolved from an early model, whereby the user
entered all known findings initially, in one session, and received a differential diagnosis—
as pioneered by Warner et al.—to a later model developed by Gorry and Barnett (1968)
that included a Bayesian sequential questioning strategy to serially elicit findings and refine
the differential diagnosis. From the late 1960s through the 1990s, de Dombal and colleagues at Leeds University in England organized widespread UK and European clinical
trials of a Bayesian system for the diagnosis of acute abdominal pain (de Dombal et al.
1971; Horrocks et al. 1972; Adams et al. 1986). A number of groups further explored
Bayesian diagnostic approaches by relaxing the requirements for the independence
assumption (Fryback 1978), exploring ‘‘mixed’’ Bayesian and non-Bayesian models
(Warner’s Iliad CDDSS in the mid-1980s; Warner et al. 1987), and development of a more
general approach using Bayesian Belief Networks to model all conditional dependencies in
a diagnostic system (pioneered by Pearl (1987) and Cooper (1986), among many others).
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A number of other approaches to computer-assisted diagnosis include statistical clustering models (e.g., Nordyke et al. 1971), which have evolved into present-day CDDSS
approaches such as support vector machine systems (e.g., Statnikov et al. 2005); branching
logic (‘‘20 questions’’) CDDSS of the sort pioneered by Bleich and colleagues for diagnosis of acid-base disorders in the 1960s (Bleich 1969); semiquantitative or quantitative
physiological models, of the sort initially pioneered by Guyton and colleagues in Mississippi in the 1960s, and later expanded to include multi-tiered CDDSS explanatory
models of the sort developed by Patil and Szolovits for acid-base disorders in the early
1980s (Szolovits et al. 1988); heuristic CDDSS based on criteria tables, with major and
minor features designated to establish a diagnosis when present in certain combinations
(Lipkin and Hardy 1958; Lindbeg et al. 1968; Blois et al. 1981; Kingsland et al. 1982,
1983; Porter et al. 1988)—akin to the Jones Criteria used for the diagnosis of acute
rheumatic fever (Shiffman 1995); and, rule-based diagnostic systems, such as Shortliffe’s
pioneering MYCIN project developed from 1974 to 1976 (Shortliffe 1976).
A final category of CDDSS merits special attention: heuristic (empirical, ‘‘rule of
thumb’’) approaches using symbolic reasoning. The pioneer G. Anthony Gorry, in a 1968
article, laid the foundation for the next half-century of work in this area (Gorry 1968). Gorry
sketched general principles required for heuristic diagnostic expert systems. His schemata
included the need to begin with a formal definition of the diagnostic problem; that essential
heuristic CDDSS components included a general-purpose inference function that could
generate diagnoses from observed findings, a generic test-selection function that could
dynamically identify the best test to order at any point in a diagnostic evaluation; and, a
generic pattern-sorting function to determine which diagnoses are competitors, where only
one of the set is likely to be present (i.e., fall within the same ‘‘problem area’’—such as
potential heart diseases that a patient might have), and which are non-competitors, and
potentially all present (i.e., from different problem areas, such as a heart disease, a liver
disease, and a kidney disease). Gorry described important differences among the information-entropy value of a test, the economic cost of the test, and the morbidity/mortality risk of
performing a test as factors that determined which test would be optimal to select next. He
further noted that CDDSS should consider the costs of misdiagnosis of life-threatening or
disabling disorders, re-emphasized the early observation of Warner and colleagues regarding
the potential negative influence of ‘‘red-herring’’ findings in case descriptions, and described
the complexities introduced by patients with multiple concurrent diagnoses, where seeking
the single best diagnosis compatible with all of the patients’ findings could at times be
counterproductive. Finally, Gorry suggested that the knowledge bases underlying CDDSS
might be used to generate educational patient simulations (Gorry 1968).
Conceptual descendants of Gorry’s schemata-based heuristic CDDSS include: the
present illness program (PIP), developed by Pauker et al. (1976) for taking a history of the
present illness in patients with renal disease; INTERNIST-1 (developed by Myers, Pople,
and Miller) and Quick Medical Reference (QMR), originally developed by Miller,
Masarie, and Myers for diagnosis in general internal medicine (as described in detail
below; Miller 1984, 1990, 1997; Pople et al. 1975; Miller et al. 1982, 1986a, b; Pople 1982;
Giuse et al. 1989a, b, 1990, 1993a, b, c, 1995; Masarie et al. 1985; Bankowitz et al. 1989a,
b; Miller and Masarie 1989, 1990, 1992; Giuse and Bankowitz 1993; Aliferis et al. 1996;
Miller and Schaffner 1982; Parker and Miller 1989); DXplain, developed by Barnett and
colleagues at Massachusetts General Hospital for diagnosis in general medicine (Hupp
et al. 1986; Barnett et al. 1987; Feldman and Bartlett 1991); Iliad, which combined
Bayesian and symbolic reasoning in a system developed by Homer Warner and colleagues
at LDS Hospital in Utah (Warner et al. 1987; Warner 1989; Lau and Warner 1992); and, a
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number of more recent systems, including ISABEL (Ramnarayan et al. 2004, 2003, 2006),
a commercially available system.

The INTERNIST-1/Quick Medical Reference project as an example of CDDSS;
INTERNIST-1 Project, 1972–1983
From 1955 to 1970, Jack D. Myers, MD, served as Chairman of the Department of
Medicine at the University of Pittsburgh. During his career, he established a reputation as
one of the most discerning diagnosticians in American internal medicine. When he voluntarily stepped down after serving 15 years as Chairman of Medicine, he sought out a
collaborator to work on computer-assisted diagnosis. Myers was able to engage Harry E.
Pople, Jr., who had worked on computer programming as an undergraduate at MIT, and
then in 1968 obtained his PhD in Industrial Engineering at Carnegie Mellon University
(CMU) before joining the faculty of the School of Business at the University of Pittsburgh.
In March 1973, The author (Randolph Miller) joined the project as a second-year medical
student, in the role of volunteer programmer. The INTERNIST-1 program that they
developed followed an empirical approach to diagnosis.
The goals of the INTERNIST-1 project were to develop computer algorithms and a
clinical diagnostic knowledge base (KB) that could support expert consultations for
diagnosis in general internal medicine; to create a program which accepted as input the
patient’s history, physical exam, and laboratory data; to have the program produce output
consisting of either concluded diagnoses or a ‘‘working’’ differential diagnosis; to have the
program able to lead physicians through cost-effective patient ‘‘work-ups’’; to develop a
KB for clinical diagnosis that comprised an academic, evidence-based repository of what
was known through the peer-reviewed literature about the findings of each given disease;
and, to maintain the KB through testing and feedback using actual patient cases with
carefully established diagnoses.
Pople used the protocol analysis techniques developed by Simon at Carnegie Mellon
University to analyze Myer’s logic as he ‘‘thought aloud’’ while solving challenging
diagnostic cases. In parallel with diagnostic algorithms that Pople developed in the 1973–
1974 time frame (Pople et al. 1975; Miller et al. 1982; Pople 1982), Myers developed the
INTERINST-1 KB in conjunction with medical students who conducted extensive literature reviews on diseases of interest to them, and presented their results to Myers. Miller
wrote the INTERNIST-1 KB Editor program in a combination of LISP and Assembly
Language. The latter was required to overcome computer memory limitations in the early
LISP environment. Myers’ decision to build the knowledge base using the biomedical
literature as the ‘‘gold standard’’ was critical; the common model for building expert
systems at the time was to have a knowledge engineer (computer scientist) pair with a
domain expert (in this case, a highly regarded physician), and to ‘‘debrief’’ the domain
expert to directly record his or her knowledge as the basis for the expert system. Unfortunately, such an approach is not scientifically reproducible, as use of different domain
experts with that model would produce different knowledge bases. A later study by Nunzia
Giuse and colleagues established that the approach preferred by Myers was indeed scientifically reproducible—i.e., different experts in different settings, given proper background and tools, could independently create essentially the same disease profiles, given
the peer-reviewed literature as a source (Giuse et al. 1993c).
The INTERNIST-1 diagnostic algorithms followed the general form for expert system
schemata previously outlined by Gorry, with a number of important innovations. First, the
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knowledge base was literature-derived, and addressed the question, ‘‘what has been reliably and verifiably reported to occur in patients with this disease?‘‘ (Miller et al. 1982)
Second, a separate compartment of the knowledge base kept track of known dependency
relationships among findings and diseases (‘‘properties’’; Masarie et al. 1985). As Myers
liked to say, the function of properties was ‘‘to keep the egg off the face of the computer’’.
Properties encoded that only females could become pregnant, that persons with a history of
cholecystectomy could not later develop acute cholecystitis, that persons with atrial
fibrillation should not be examined in an attempt to find an S4 atrial gallop, and that if one
knows that a patient is older than 55 years of age, then one can conclude that the patient is
not younger than 26. Properties prevented the system from eliciting multiple redundant
findings during case workup mode by suppressing question asking for such findings. Third,
in the KB, associated with each finding in each disease profile were two numbers—an
evoking strength (positive predictive value) on a 0–5 integer scale, and a frequency
(sensitivity) on a 1–5 integer scale. Figure 1 provides an excerpt of the INTERNIST-1/
QMR KB profile for ‘‘Aortic Valvular Stenosis’’.
The legend of Fig. 1 recaps the meaning of evoking strength and frequency numbers
(Miller et al. 1982). From 1973 to 1999, an estimated 40 person-years of effort went into
KB development for approximately 650 disease profiles of disorders seen by general
internists. The KB included a number of surgical and gynaecological disorders that
internists frequently encounter.
To obtain an INTERNIST-1 diagnostic consultation required 45–90 min of time for
users to abstract the case, enter all pertinent initial positive and negative findings, and for
the system to analyze the case. Figure 2 illustrates the process of INTERNIST-1 case
analysis (see Miller et al. 1982 for details).
The system generated a ranked, scored differential diagnosis list, sorted it into competitors and non-competitors for the topmost diagnosis, temporarily discarded the noncompetitors, and examined the remaining list to determine: (a) whether the topmost
diagnosis was sufficiently higher in score than its competitors to be able to ‘‘conclude’’ it,
or (b) which questioning mode to employ—PURSUING if the topmost diagnosis was near
the threshold for conclusion, DISCRIMINATE if there were a small number of competitors
at the top of the list, and RULE OUT if there were a large number of competitors close in
score at the top of the list The INTERNIST-1 question-generating algorithm would look
for inexpensive discriminating questions (e.g., history and physical exam findings) before
escalating to more expensive and invasive forms of test-seeking. For example, at the
bottom of Fig. 2, a history of diabetes mellitus would favor myocardial infarction over
aortic dissection, whereas a family history of Marfan’s syndrome would favor the latter
diagnosis. After asking a limited number of questions, the system would re-analyze the
case ‘‘from scratch’’, using the additional information gained from questioning to recalculate scores and competitor/non-competitor partitions. The latter strategy resulted in
seemingly intelligent behavior by the system—when the questions related to a set of
cardiovascular ‘‘competitor’’ diagnoses were negative (findings absent in case), the scores
of those diseases would fall, and a new topmost diagnosis, e.g., a liver disease, might
emerge. Its competitors would be other liver diseases, so it appeared to a casual observer
that the system had intelligently shifted its focus to pursue another line of reasoning. In this
somewhat random manner, INTERNIST-1 would explore sets of competitor diagnoses
until it found an area in which it could make a diagnosis. This often led to rapid resolution
of other diagnoses, as described in (Miller et al. 1982), since findings ‘‘explained’’ by the
concluded diagnosis were removed from the case description, and the system then recycled
using any remaining unexplained findings, until all significant case findings were
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Fig. 1 (ABRIDGED) INTERNIST-1/QMR disease profile: Aortic valvular stenosis

explained, or the system ran out of viable questions with a remaining, unresolved differential diagnosis.
Important lessons learned during the INTERNIST-1 project included: (1) develop the
knowledge base for the system independently from the diagnostic algorithms, using an
external gold standard, such as the peer-reviewed literature; (2) use feedback from actual
patient case analyses to determine if flaws in the knowledge base or in the diagnostic
algorithms led to any failures; (3) only change the KB by examining the relevant literature
to see if the initial literature review had been incomplete or inaccurate, and avoid changing
the KB arbitrarily just to improve performance in an individual case. It is important to
maintain a battery of ‘‘standard test reagents’’—a set of cases with known diagnoses that
are re-analyzed by the system periodically to make certain that the performance of the
system does not degrade or drift over time. (4) Clinicians by nature are often inexact in
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Fig. 2 (ABRIDGED) INTERNIST-1 case analysis for N Engl Med V324 P527 1991

their thinking. By forcing them to use the carefully crafted set of patient descriptors created
by Myers, who was an expert diagnostician, the system already gained an advantage by
forcing the clinician-user to be more precise in characterizing the patient’s illness, thus
leading to improved diagnostic accuracy; (5) It is important to have a senior, wellrespected, truly expert clinician associated with any clinical informatics project—for
improved quality of knowledge base and algorithms during development, for credibility
once the system is demonstrated to the public, and for perseverance and insight during
evolution and maintenance of the project. As an extra benefit, such individuals are typically
senior enough to not be caught up in earning a reputation (they have already done so), or in
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achieving tenure, and can therefore focus more clearly on the project. (6) It is critical to
have a scientifically reproducible method of knowledge base construction and maintenance, based on a commonly accessible, high-quality, ‘‘gold standard’’ source, such as the
peer-reviewed literature. (7) It is possible to construct diagnostic algorithms and associated
knowledge bases that can rival capable human diagnosticians in their ability to advise
clinicians facing diagnostic challenges (Miller et al. 1982; Bankowitz et al. 1989a).

Quick Medical Reference (QMR) project, 1984–2002
The INTERNIST-1 approach assumed that the clinician had a diagnostic problem, and
should at that point relinquish all control of further diagnostic evaluation to the consultant
‘‘Greek Oracle’’ system, which would return the ultimate true diagnoses, based on asking the
clinician-user to work up the patient in a specified manner. There were several flaws in this
assumption (Miller and Masarie 1990). First, when clinicians encounter diagnostic problems, it is not because they have forgotten everything they have learned about diagnosis, or
lost the ability to conduct a diagnostic evaluation. It is more likely that a specific step of a
multi-step diagnostic process has become puzzling to the clinician in a specific case. Typically, the clinician will seek advice from a respected colleague, do a MEDLINE search, cast
a wide net of diagnostic tests to see what turns up, or assume a posture of ‘‘watchful waiting’’
until more obvious signs of the illness develop. The rate-limiting problem may be simple—
e.g., the clinician does not know or remember the differential diagnosis of a rare and unusual
finding in the case, or the clinician is not familiar with a very rare disorder that is a candidate
diagnosis for the patient, or there may be a small number of vague findings troubling the
patient that do not point to any specific diagnosis, or there may be an overwhelming number
of positive findings that the clinician has difficulty sorting out. Myers and Fred E. (Chip)
Masarie, Jr., MD worked with Miller to create QMR and its associated knowledge base as a
diagnostic decision support system that allowed the clinician user more flexibility than the
‘‘Greek Oracle’’ model of INTERNIST-1.
The goals in developing QMR (Miller et al. 1986a, b; Bankowitz et al. 1989a, b; Giuse
et al. 1989a, b, 1990, 1993a, b, c, 1995; Miller and Masarie 1990, 1992; Giuse and
Bankowitz 1993; Aliferis et al. 1996; Miller 1997) were to: (1) make maximal use of the
existing INTERNIST-1 KB in order to create a ‘‘diagnostic tool kit’’ that a clinician might
consult for a few seconds or a few minutes, to overcome the step in diagnosis that caused
the problem; (2) at all times recognize the expertise of the clinician-user, in the role of the
system’s ‘‘pilot’’ who determined where to go and how to get there; (3) emphasize support
of real-world diagnostic decision-making by physicians, rather than developing a tour-deforce expert consultant with maximum utility for rare, complex challenging cases; and, (4)
build a system that could augment the diagnostic performance of the unaided clinicianuser.
The work of Drs. Nunzia and Dario Giuse led to their development of a new QMR
knowledge acquisition tool (QMR-KAT), which enforced principles of rigor and consistency while assisting clinicians engaged in knowledge base construction (Giuse et al.
1989a, b, 1990, 1993a, b, c, 1995; Giuse and Bankowitz 1993). The QMR-KAT enabled
KB builders to enter audit trails for multiple references supporting how it is known that a
given finding happens in a given illness. QMR-KAT further allowed KB builders to
provide several forms of frequency (sensitivity) estimates of the finding for the disease on a
reference-by-reference basis, and to provide an overall figure of merit for how pertinent
and reliable a given article was in documenting the occurrence of the finding in the disease.
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A sample, abbreviated QMR-KAT disease profile for Perinephric Abscess appears in
Fig. 3.
The QMR program operated at three levels of diagnostic support. First, QMR served as
a simple electronic textbook that could display disease profiles or findings’ differential
diagnoses sorted in various ways (by sensitivity, predictive value, clinical importance of

Fig. 3 (ABRIDGED) QMR-KAT disease profile: perinephric abscess
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findings, etc.). Second, QMR functioned as an intermediate combinatorial tool that could
quickly provide, in a few seconds, the differential diagnosis of a small number of ‘‘key
findings’’ from a case (Miller and Masarie 1992), as illustrated in Fig. 4; generate costeffective ‘‘work-up’’ suggestions for a differential diagnosis entered by the user (as
opposed to generated by QMR); and, show closely related diseases to a given disease
(based on degree of overlap of important findings in both disease profiles.
At the third level, QMR provided the same sort of diagnostic consultation capabilities as
INTERNIST-1, with the exception that the steps in the process were under greater control
of the user (e.g., the user could decide when to generate questions, or designate that a
certain diagnosis be treated as if it were the topmost diagnosis for generating competitors).
A prospective evaluation of QMR during actual clinical practice demonstrated that clinicians using QMR on inpatients with challenging, unknown diagnoses were better able than
the academic ward team caring for the patient to identify the correct diagnosis, as determined by diagnostic evaluation over the ensuing 6 months after consultation (Bankowitz
et al. 1989a, b).

Lessons learned from INTERNIST-1 and QMR projects about CDDSS evaluation
In the course of evaluating INTERNIST-1 and QMR, project members have developed the
following perspectives, which supplement the findings of formal external evaluations
(Berner et al. 1994; Friedman and Wyatt 1997; Friedman et al. 1999; Berner et al. 1999). A
‘‘first principle’’ for CDDSS evaluation (Miller 1996) is that clinicians, not systems or
evaluators, discover, characterize, and attempt to solve clinical diagnostic problems. As a
result, CDDSS provide benefit only when they assist clinician-users to solve problems that
they cannot solve on their own. It follows that in vivo evaluations of CDDSS, on actual
patients at a time when no one knows the correct diagnosis, is the most definitive way to
determine CDDSS benefit. The ability of a system to solve ‘‘artificial’’ cases presented to it

Fig. 4 (ABRIDGED) QMR Relationships function for: fever, heart, murmur, splenomegaly, and anemia
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in a manner ‘‘better’’ than clinicians who attempt to solve the same ‘‘paper-based scenario’’
case description in a classroom setting (‘‘in vitro’’ evaluation) is a useful waypoint along
the CDDSS development and evaluation spectrum, but that approach is far less definitive
and insightful than is in vivo evaluation. Thus, systems should not undergo definitive
evaluations as freestanding ‘‘Greek oracles’’ based on their ability to solve clinical problems autonomously. The CDDSS should be measured on their ability to help clinicians
solve the clinicians’ own real-world problems during patient care. The ultimate unit of
evaluation should be whether the user plus the system performs better than the unaided
user (Miller 1996).
It is important to determine, before undertaking an evaluation, what the criteria for
efficacy of the CDDSS should be (Miller 1996). For example, are the criteria for ‘‘successful’’ system performance similar to what clinical practitioners would use or require
during actual patient care delivery? Determining the meaning of ‘‘diagnostic benefit’’ and
how to measure it can be non-trivial. Randomized controlled trials typically include careful
entry criteria and exclusion criteria to determine patient eligibility. Similarly, for CDDSS
evaluation, there must be objective criteria for how to establish a ‘‘gold standard’’ diagnosis in a manner independent from the input data stream used by the CDDSS (i.e., there
must be at least one ‘‘definitive test’’ or set of criteria that are established outside of the
context of the data input into the system, though data up to that definitive test can be used
in CDDSS analysis). For retrospective studies, one might develop criteria for what sorts of
‘‘clinching’’ diagnostic case data to withhold from CDDSS case analysis. However, for
prospective studies, there must be a plan for how patients will be followed to establish a
diagnosis, and what the inclusion and exclusion criteria for concluding a diagnosis are.
Simply using ICD-9 codes for diagnoses that were assigned during routine care, in either
the inpatient or outpatient environments, is not adequate, since those codes are used for
billing purposes and are prone to biases and inaccuracies, and do not well capture the level
of disease activity during the admission.
One potential measure of both human and CDDSS diagnostic performance might be
therapeutic benefit—advancing knowledge of the patient case sufficiently to establish a
correct therapy, for example. Under such circumstances, if a CDDSS mistakenly proposes
a diagnosis of pulmonary histoplasmosis, and the actual diagnosis is pulmonary cryptococcosis, the diagnostic error is less significant, since the same anti-fungal agents are
effective for therapy in both illnesses. A misdiagnosis of adenocarcinoma of the lung under
such circumstances would be much more serious, because the treatment would be radically
different than for a fungal infection.
Another lesson learned during the INTERNIST-1 and QMR projects was that using a
CDDSS KB to generate ‘‘simulated’’ patients for diagnostic practice by trainees and
practitioners (Parker and Miller 1989)—as was originally suggested by Gorry (1968)—can
provide KB developers with another valuable form of feedback. If simulated cases
developed using a CDDSS KB do not seem to be like ‘‘real’’ patients in ways that clinicians can articulate, then underlying defects in KB representations may be exposed, such as
inability to represent severity of findings or severity of illness, or time course of illness, in a
substantive manner (Miller et al. 1982). In addition to simulation, there are a number of
other useful educational aspects of CDDSS KBs for biomedical and informatics trainees
(Miller and Schaffner 1982; Miller and Masarie 1989; Giuse et al. 1989a, b; Parker and
Miller 1989).
Another important lesson in evaluating CDDSS is that one must carefully study the
intended purpose of CDDSS developers in creating a specific system, and examine the
coverage of its KB (Miller 1996). Clinical end-users are likely to be insensitive to whether
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the possibly unknown diagnosis of their patients are included in the system or part of its
intended use. Thus, system evaluation should include determination of how the system
performs on cases outside the scope of the systems’ intended use (such studies should be
carried out in a manner that protects patients). It is far worse if a CDDSS always offers an
incorrect diagnosis under such circumstances, than if it always ‘‘fails’’ to conclude any
diagnosis (given that the correct diagnosis is outside the scope of the system). The consequences of misuse should be evaluated. For example, de Dombal’s system for diagnosis
of acute abdominal pain was designed for use in hospital emergency departments, (de
Dombal et al. 1971; Horrocks et al. 1972; Adams et al. 1986) to help screen for patients
who required surgical interventions (such as appendectomy or cholecystectomy). One
diagnostic category employed by the system was ‘‘non-specific abdominal pain’’, which
was intended for labeling non-surgical causes of pain. A patient presenting to the emergency department with colicky abdominal pain and a dark line along the gums in the mouth
might be correctly labeled as having ‘‘non-specific abdominal pain’’, but the lead poisoning
that caused the findings is a serious and treatable illness. The purpose of the system was not
to detect lead poisoning, it was to determine if the patient required surgery. System users
and evaluators must be cognizant of such limitations.
Finally, there are ethical and legal issues related to the use of computer programs in
clinical practice (Miller et al. 1985). One should not allow use of such systems without
proper training. There exists a cognitive dissonance between what a clinician expects to be
able to obtain from an unknown CDDSS, and what the CDDSS can actually provide as
assistance. With proper training, clinicians temper unrealistic expectations, and are often
surprised at some of the capabilities the systems can provide. As noted above, one must
make sure that a CDDSS is used for the purposes for which it was intended, and not for
out-of-scope applications. Persons with limited ability to override mistaken advice from a
CDDSS should not be permitted to use the CDDSS for serious purposes (such as for live
patient care or for denying insurance claims). Users must ascertain the quality and currency
of any CDDSS KB before accepting advice from the system. A system ‘‘validated’’ for
clinical use in 1 year is unlikely to be of value 20 years later without updates to the KB,
since clinical practice changes rapidly (Miller et al. 1985). System assessment and
validation should be an ongoing process, as described above.

Problems and challenges facing CDDSS
There are a number of problems facing implementers of CDDSS that have been understood
for decades (see e.g., Miller 1984). Despite many years of study, as the other articles in this
supplement illustrate, what is known about human diagnostic processes remains limited
and controversial. As a result, there is no well-understood ‘‘roadmap’’ of how humans go
about diagnosis that could easily be converted into a widely accepted and applied CDDSS
application.
Some forms of CDDSS implementation impediments and resistance are generic to all
forms of clinical decision support (CDS). A key source of CDS resistance follows from
clinical care delivery occurring in chaotic environments, with unexpected interruptions.
Clinical dilemmas are often encountered during times of incomplete information. David
Bates concisely outlined many CDS implementation obstacles in his classic 2003 article on
the ten commandments for effective clinical decision support (Bates et al. 2003): speed of
response is critical for busy clinicians; anticipate CDS needs and deliver answers in real
time; adapt CDS to fit into the user’s workflows; usability matters a lot; clinicians strongly
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resist suggestions not to carry out an action, unless an easy way to carry out an alternative
is offered; simple interventions work best; monitor impact, get feedback, and respond; and,
manage and maintain knowledge-based systems (Bates et al. 2003).
Another CDDSS implementation problem is that the advice that a CDDSS offers to
highly trained, knowledgeable clinicians must be of sufficient quality to merit the clinicians’ trust and respect. To paraphrase Yogi Berra, ‘‘To deliver expert clinical diagnostic
advice, you have to deliver expert clinical diagnostic advice.’’ Despite widespread promulgation and general acceptance of ‘‘evidence-based clinical practice’’ as being desirable,
there currently exists no centralized high-quality repository of ready-to-use clinical diagnostic knowledge content—either for human or CDDSS consumption. The biomedical
literature is such a resource, but it has been likened to trying to drink from a fire hose. As a
result, CDDSS developers often recapitulate previous content development work, with
unnecessary variation in both quality and format of the KBs that underlie each CDDSS.

The future of CDDSS
For future CDDSS to gain widespread adoption and support, they must comply with Bates’
Ten Commandments. Future CDDSS must become better integrated into clinicians’
workflows. Consultations involving CDDSS should take seconds to at most a few minutes,
not hours, to complete. Ideally, the advice from CDDSS should be given in actionable
form. For example, ordering CDDSS-recommended tests should only require a few
additional clicks via an integrated care provider order entry (CPOE) system. Similarly,
CDSSS should obtain their inputs more directly, either from fully automated natural
language processing abstraction of a patient’s electronic medical record (EMR), or more
realistically, from clinicians highlighting, or clicking on, those findings in the EMR
interface that they would like to transfer to the CDDSS for consideration, assuming that
such a process could be accomplished objectively.
In the current age of the Internet, MEDLINEÒ, the Cochrane Database of Clinical
TrialsÒ, and GoogleÒ, it is unfortunate that there is no national repository of authoritative
clinical diagnostic knowledge. Ideally, governmental agencies, private foundations, clinical specialty organizations, and academic medical centers could collaborate to build and
maintain an unbiased, respected repository of diagnostic knowledge. The cost of doing so
would probably be far less than the savings in healthcare expenditures that reliable diagnostic KB availability would generate when used during care. Such a CDDSS knowledge
repository could support clinical education programs for students in medicine, nursing,
pharmacy, and other health professions; support a wide variety of non-commercial and
commercial CDDSS applications; and stimulate biomedical research by highlighting areas
where inadequate knowledge exists about various diseases.
Finally, the healthcare informatics and clinical specialty communities should establish
standards for how to evaluate CDDSS performance. In parallel, methods to determine and
monitor the quality of their underlying KBs should be agreed upon and applied. In the first
issue of the Journal of the American Informatics Association, Dr. William Stead and the
then-current members of the National Library of Medicine BLRC Study Section (the study
section which reviewed and funded many of the CDDSS development and evaluation
projects) issued a paper that illustrated how CDS systems should be evaluated based on the
stage of maturity of their development (Stead et al. 1994). Publications by highly respected
evaluators in our field, as noted above, have added to our knowledge in this area. Yet, there
are still CDDSS developers who do inadequate, informal, in vitro type evaluations to
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justify promotion of their systems for use in clinical practice. It is problematic to try to
develop ‘‘certification’’ exams for such systems, or close regulation by agencies such as the
US FDA (Berner et al. 1994), since even minor day-to-day changes in KB or algorithms
could dramatically alter system performance. Nevertheless, there should be widely agreed
upon standards for the types of in vitro testing (Miller and Gardner 1997) and ultimately in
vivo testing (e.g., randomized controlled trials) that should be conducted prior to any
widespread CDDSS dissemination (Friedman and Wyatt 1997).
As clinicians more frequent use electronic medical records and computerized physician
order entry systems in practice, the ability to integrate CDDSS systems into clinical
workflows will increase. Given definitive, unbiased national sources of diagnostic
knowledge, and agreed upon procedures for clinically validating CDDSS and maintaining
their KBs, the future for CDDSS looks promising.
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